
RAW SUGAR 
FUTURES MARKET

The world market for raw sugar 
comprises a physical market where 
the actual commodity is bought and 
sold, and a futures market where 
financial instruments are used to allow 
sugar millers, refiners, traders, food and 
beverage manufacturers, and speculators 
to determine the price of the commodity 
at some future point in time.
For raw sugar, the financial market that allows hedgers and 
speculators to participate is called the raw sugar futures market.  
A hedger is someone that trades in physical sugar and uses the 
futures market to manage their price risk, while a speculator is  
only trading futures hoping to make a profit if the sugar price  
moves up or down. The market operates on the Intercontinental 
Exchange (ICE) in New York. The raw sugar futures contract is  
called the ICE No. 11 contract or ICE#11.

What is a futures market? 

Very simply, a futures market is a market where futures contracts  
are bought and sold.

A futures contract is a standardised legal commitment to sell  
(or buy) a specific quantity of a commodity, with specific quality/
characteristics, on a specified date, at a specified delivery point. The 
standard contract allows the commodity to be freely traded on an 
exchange without complications for differences in location or quality.

Essentially the futures contract is just a “piece of paper” that says you 
have a commitment to buy or sell a commodity at a certain future 
time. There is no limit on the number of contracts that are traded, 
and this feature increases the depth or liquidity of the market. For 
example, the number of contracts traded by speculators each day 

can be as much as 100 times the number of contracts traded daily by 
those wanting to trade in physical sugar. An exchange (in our case, 
the ICE) provides a platform that shows what buyers will bid and 
what sellers will offer for a contract. When a contract is struck the ICE 
will keep track of the parties involved. For every futures contract that 
is traded there will be a holder of a sold contract and a holder of a 
bought contract, though neither of the parties will be aware of the 
counterparty sitting on the other side of the futures contract they 
have bought or sold. 

All futures contracts have an expiry date because they have to reflect 
a time period for when the physical commodity is bought and sold. 
Futures contracts for a particular commodity are specified against a 
standard set of expiry dates. 

The specifications of the ICE#11 contract are 112,000 pounds 
(equivalent to 50.8024 tonnes) of bulk raw sugar with polarisation of 
96 degrees, Free on Board1 the purchaser’s marine vessel at any of 
30 delivery locations around the world. There are 4 futures contracts 
per calendar year and each has its own specific delivery date range. 
The 4 contracts each year are March, May, July and October. The 
ICE#11 futures market lists contracts for up to 3 years into the future, 
meaning it is possible to hedge sugar up to three years in advance 
using this market.

Futures Contract Contract Expiry – Last trading day in: 

March February 

May April

July June

October September

The ICE#11 contract size of 112,000 pounds (or 50.8024 tonnes) is 
referred to as 1 Lot and is quoted at a price in US cents per pound (lb). 
A price in US c/lb may be converted to USD/tonne by multiplying 
by 22.0462. For example, a US US16.00 c/lb price is equivalent to US 
$352.74 per tonne (i.e. US 16 c/lb x 22.0462 = US $352.74/tonne).
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1   Free On Board (FOB) requires the seller of the sugar to deliver it to the shipping 
vessel chartered and provided by the buyer to the port where sugar is stored and 
ready for loading. The obligations of the seller cease when the goods pass over 
the ship’s rail.



How does the futures market help a hedger with raw sugar to sell?

The futures market allows a hedger to achieve a fixed price for sugar that will be sold (or bought) at some time in the future (i.e. a hedge).

While it is possible to use the ICE#11 to physically receive or deliver sugar (i.e. by making or taking delivery of sugar at the expiry of a futures 
position), almost all futures contracts are closed-out before the contract expires so as to avoid the commitment to make (or take) delivery of 
raw sugar to (or from) an unknown party on the other side of the futures contract. 

That is, if a party holds a futures contract to supply sugar (a sold contract) and it expires, it would have a commitment to deliver sugar to its 
relevant port and receive its hedged sugar futures price. However, if the party closes-out its sold contract before the expiry date, it will avoid 
having to physically deliver and sell the sugar via the exchange. 

Closing-out a contract, assuming a party holds a sold contract, is done by buying a contract (and vice versa if a party holds a bought 
contract). Closing-out a contract before expiry may result in a hedging gain or loss against the original futures position (that is, it may be 
bought or sold at a different price to that of the initial contract).

So how is it that a raw sugar hedge and an actual physical sale of sugar to a refiner are “matched up” with each other? 

The process to establish the invoice price for a sale of physical sugar, and simultaneously close out futures positions, is done through a 
procedure called “Against Actual” or “AA”. This process involves both the seller (e.g. miller) and buyer (e.g. refiner) working together, but is an 
accepted everyday procedure used in the world sugar trade. 

For example, in June 2013, a miller decides to “sell” an ICE#11 October 2015 (OCT15) futures contract that is trading at US 19 c/lb. The miller is also 
going to sell physical sugar to a refiner, who has separately done their own hedging at a different stage by buying OCT15 futures at US 14c/lb. 

At a mutual time of convenience, and before the futures contract expires at the end of September 2015, the miller and refiner agree to “strike” 
the AA at the prevailing ICE#11 OCT15 market price. For the purpose of this example, let’s assume the sugar price has fallen to US 15 c/lb. By 
“striking” the AA at the market price of US 15c/lb, it means they agree to transact the physical sugar at US 15c/lb. It also means they will close 
out their hedged positions with ICE, with the miller buying and the refiner selling a futures contract at US 15c/lb. 

This means the miller has made a gain on its futures contract of US 4c/lb, and the refiner has made a gain of US 1c/lb on their futures contract. 
However, when the net result of the futures gain/loss and the physical sale/purchase is considered, ultimately they have each achieved the 
price at which they set their hedge, 19c/lb for the miller and 14c/lb for the refiner. 

Miller c/lb Refiner c/lb

Miller hedges by selling 1 Lot ICE#11 at 19 Refiner hedges by buying 1 Lot ICE#11 at 14

Close-out via AA – buys 1 Lot ICE#11 at 15 Close-out via AA – sells 1 Lot ICE#11 at 15

Futures gain 4 Futures gain 1

Miller receives invoice price of 15 Refiner pays invoice price of 15

Plus the futures gain 4 Less benefit of futures gain 1

Net price received after futures gain applied 19 Net price paid after futures gain applied 14

In the above example both parties made a gain on the futures market, to achieve the original price at which they set their hedge. The below 
example shows that both parties may also make a loss through this process. However, the important point to note is that both miller and 
refiner ultimately achieve an ICE#11 outcome which aligns exactly with their original hedging decisions.

Miller c/lb Refiner c/lb

Miller hedges by selling 1 Lot ICE#11 at 13 Refiner hedges by buying 1 Lot ICE#11 at 16

Close-out via AA – buys 1 Lot ICE#11 at 15 Close-out via AA – sells 1 Lot ICE#11 at 15

Futures loss -2 Futures loss -1

Miller receives invoice price of 15 Refiner pays invoice price of 15

Less the futures loss -2 Less the futures loss -1

Net price received after futures loss applied 13 Net price paid after futures loss applied 16
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